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Developing a clear cloud strategy and roadmap is a critical component for 

delivering the agility, innovation, and accountability that your business 

stakeholders have come to expect. Oracle’s industry-leading cloud offerings  

providing new options for building and managing business-critical applications 

and databases that businesses are moving quickly to consume. Oracle 

Consulting Architecture Blueprint and Roadmap for Oracle Cloud is designed to 

guide you on your journey to the public cloud leveraging leading practices and 

industry expertise to help identify your organization’s Business/IT goals and align 

them with your cloud computing and integration strategies. Customers routinely 

turn to Oracle experts to make their move to the public cloud seamless and 

worry-free. 

 

 

 
K E Y  F E A T U R E S  

• Comprehensive view of your cloud IT 

architecture aligned to your business 
objectives 

• Comprehensive cloud architecture 
blueprint and roadmap 

• Clear and actionable plan for migrating 
candidate application(s) and/or Oracle 
Database(s) to the Oracle Cloud 

K E Y  B E N E F I T S  

• Quick, cost-effective way to design a 
cloud architecture and roadmap for 
migration of application(s) and 
database(s) to the Oracle Cloud 

• Accelerate Oracle Cloud adoption  

• Focus on knowledge sharing ensures 

your IT team will better understand the 
process and technical modifications 
required to adopt and manage IT in the 
Oracle Cloud 

A Business-Driven, Practical Approach to Cloud Architecture   

Oracle experts conduct a series of workshops that aid in the development of an 

architecture blueprint, aligning your organization’s overall business strategy with your 

public cloud computing initiatives.  The output of these workshops is a migration 

roadmap that plans for on-boarding and migration of a candidate application and 

database to the public cloud environment.  This service addresses the complexity, 

security, and integration challenges associated with migrating applications and 

databases to the public cloud. 

Key deliverables: 

• Workshop covering Oracle Cloud architecture 

• Architecture vision for Oracle Cloud adoption aligned with your organization’s 

overall business and IT cloud computing strategy  

• Identification of recommended application and database candidates for 

deployment to Oracle Cloud Services 

• Future state cloud architecture that provides strategies for adopting Oracle 

Cloud services establishing integration between your Oracle Cloud Services 

and on-premise environments, and managing and monitoring your 

organization’s Oracle Cloud Services 

• Roadmap with actionable recommendations to deploy and migrate the 

selected application and database candidate(s) to Oracle Cloud Service(s) 

• Engagement summary report summarizing key findings, recommendations 

and next steps 
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R E L A T E D  S E R V I C E S   

FROM ORACLE CONSULTING  
 
 

 Oracle Consulting Lift and Shift for 
Oracle Database Cloud Service 

 Oracle Consulting Lift and Shift for 
Oracle Java Cloud Service 

 Oracle Consulting Implementation for 
Oracle Public Cloud Data Transfer 
Services 

 
FROM ORACLE UNIVERSITY  

• Expert-led training for Oracle Cloud 

• Learning paths and assessments for 
Oracle technology  

 
FROM ORACLE PREMIER SUPPORT  

• 24/7 Proactive Support  

• My Oracle Support 

W H Y  O R A C L E  C O N S U L T I N G   

• Leading Expertise: Oracle's own experts 
providing thought leadership for every 
Oracle solution. 

• Broad Coverage: “End-to-end” lifecycle 
services across the entire Oracle product 
footprint 

• Global Scale: 13,000 Oracle experts in 
145 countries, serving over 20 million 
users. 

• Unified Methodology: Based on industry 
standards, high quality results across 
complex projects. 

• Flexible Delivery: Onsite, offsite, and 
offshore, along with innovative solutions 
such as Expert Services and Architecture 
Services. 

 

How We Are Different 

The Oracle Consulting team is focused exclusively on Oracle Technologies, and 

we have the experts that others turn to for leading practices in Oracle hardware 

and software implementations.  We know how to best optimize your investment in 

Oracle products and can provide your business with tightly integrated, 

comprehensive, superior services throughout your Oracle Technology experience. 

 

 
Getting Started 

Leverage Oracle’s methods, tools, and extensive experience with customer 

implementations across diverse industries and geographies.  Tight integration 

across Consulting, Development, Support, Education, and Global Delivery puts the 

entire Oracle team behind your success.  To learn more, contact your local Oracle 

Consulting representative, or visit www.oracle.com/consulting. 
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